
Motiv Ring
 24/7 FITNESS + SLEEP TRACKING

Motiv Ring is the perfect combination of form, fit 
and function. It’s one of the smallest fitness 
trackers available, but it doesn’t sacrifice 
functionality for size: it tracks activity, sleep and 
heart rate - and it’s comfortable and stylish, too.

Heart Rate Tracking
Motiv uses continuous heart rate tracking.

Steps + Distance Tracking
Tracks steps and distance traveled to find how 
your activity is contributing to your overall health.

Track Fitness Not Just Steps
Motiv uses both step and heart rate data to show 
how activity contributes to overall health.

Automatic Sleep Tracking
Automatically detects when you fall asleep 
and when you wake up in the morning. No need 
to do anything.

Smart Goal Setting
App tracks progress on daily and weekly goals 
and adjusts daily targets based on activity.

Lightweight Titanium
Titanium shell means the ring is lighter than a 
penny while remaining surprisingly strong.

Waterproof
Up to 160 feet (5 ATMs)

Battery Life
Up to 3 days battery life from one charge.

Bluetooth Syncing
Ring syncs data and updates wirelessly and 
automatically to your phone.

USB Chargers
Two magnetic USB chargers with keychain.

MSRP: $199

Colors

           Rose Gold
         
           Slate Grey

Sizes
7 custom sizes

Dimensions and Weight
2.5 grams 
8mm x 2.5mm



With the Motiv Sizing Set and seven sizes to 
choose from, we make it easy to get the right 
fit. Use our Sizing Set or in-store display to find 
your  Motiv Ring size. The Motiv Sizing Set also 
makes Motiv Ring the perfect gift—no 
guessing what size or color your gift recipient 
would want.

Unlike clunky, uncomfortable alternatives, 
Motiv Ring is wrapped in a titanium shell, 
making it super durable, surprisingly light and 
stylish. But it doesn’t just look great - Motiv 
Ring is also waterproof and resistant to almost 
any chemical you’d be brave enough to put 
your fingers in.

The free Motiv App automatically tracks your activity throughout the day, sleep, restlessness and resting heart rate.


